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About This Game
A mysterious old house lies at the end of the lane. No one knows when or why it was abandoned, only that it's been there since
before the suburban housing development 5 years ago. Anyone unfortunate enough to cross its threshold is never seen again,
leading to more than a bit of neighborhood gossip. A few brave souls begin to trickle in to uncover the mystery for themselves,
oblivious of the fate that awaits them...
Play as Ghoul Kid, a mischievous ghost who possesses household objects to scare visitors to death. In this wave based game,
Ghoul Kid cannot be seen by humans. Use your wits and abilities to manipulate household objects so you can scare people to
death! Happy haunting!
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It's a good book, though personally I think the first one was better, for a simple reason - the first one was, somehow, funnier.
Maybe it's because the entire book is.... how to say this without spoilers.... centered around drama? And I'm not a big fan of
drama.
The book ends in the middle of the end, which I really don't get, and it's kind of annoying, but what can I do? It's a small price
to pay.
Also, I didn't like how little Junko, the psychopathic ronin with a thing for whoever your character is, appears. I mean, the
insane murderer is always a favorite, so put them in the book!
If your looking for blood and all that, like last book - sadly, much fewer people die in this book, though I'm happy to say all the
deaths happen in extremely gruesome ways.
Totally worth my misly 6$, so it's totally worth yours.. can i get a refund cause this game wont start. It's basically "Event
Horizon" the game, but better.
Fantastic depth for characters, unique & challenging game-play, and an amazingly immersive experience!
If you're looking for some fun then grab this gem!. Some bugs to work out, but I play it and I enjoy it.
Definitely an awesome concept with potential.
. What a gem for 1$! The art is simple but it lets you focus on the puzzle. More importantly, the learning curve in this game is
smoother than most I've played. Great work.. A game that might give you the chills. I love how you get into the atmosphere as
soon as you start the game, and press new game. The puzzles are easy enough to do without help, as long as you pay attention.
There is a logic behind everything. The hardest with this game is that some items seem to be nearly invisible, and the reason to
stop progress in the game. I needed an item in the game, I knew it 100%. The problem was that I never found the item, until I
checked a video online. It was very well hidden, but very important, and without it I could not get further.
Backgrounds are also cool, and the narrator just got the right voice. I can swear he got the voice of the narrator from Edna &
Harvey Harvey's New Eyes.
Unique game, but a decent story! Recommended highly if you are a person that sees the details, that other may not.. I don't like
Rogue-like's. The exception being Spelunky. Watching the videos of gameplay, this looked like Spelunky but with guns. I
bought it on this basis and....IT IS just like Spelunky with guns!!
I can't really recommend this game enough if you like, or like me, don't even like this genre!! It's very arcadey, but with the procgen randomness that makes some runs easier than others.
You are rewarded for playing fast and consistent due to the "Fury" element. Chaining kills together before the combo timer runs
out grants attack and defence bonuses, so it's actually beneficial to be a gung-ho most of the time. This is of course more fun
than constantly being tentative!
The game is still in development and the devs says that it would take about 12 hours to complete in its current state. I've played
16 hours so far and only just starting on the last level. Maybe I suck!! Having fun though!!!. It may be a short 20-25 minute
game. No jump scares or monsters or maniacs, but a very broken man who's rereading and mentally reliving a cold and terrible
recent past. It is quite chilling in the story itself. Not a badly spend half hour or less. I'd recommend it just for a short timepasser.. Fun & beatiful game!
Clever puzzles with a chilled out atmistpher and music
A must play game
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If dwarf fortress was an exploration platformer it would be called rain world.
Like this is beyond brutal. The game's monsters and envivorment will mercilessly \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 you up over and
over again until you start to learn it, then you learn but still get \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ed over becouse you don't
know\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665yet kid. Then you'll go boldly flinging spears at your predators, and as adrelanin
rushes your veins they fall one by one, they bleed out. And then a vulture sweeps in from the air yoinks your squishy body from
the screen...
But after the 50th of try... you you became one with mother nature (exept this nature is like an aborted alien eco experiment
gone wrong) you backflip and leap across the screen barely evading their jaws. then when a route is blocked by overwhelming
odds you know instantly where you can bypass them trough secret tunnels, or you where to get items to even the fight, eat a
mushroom to slow down time and matrix your way across dozens of scavengers, or throw a bomb to blow up a pack of lizards
out of your way.
You'll gain knowledge about the world around you, you'll know each predators behavior and their weaknesses, you'll find epic
lore about an ancient civilization long gone, and you'll have a chance to meet godlike caracters giving you guidence.. Wow, the
developers must be a walking encyclopedia for boxing game now!
. First of all, you need to know that this is a kind of an old-school. Though there is some cool features, this game is basically not
so kind to players, not so speedy, not so easy. The worst thing is poor UI.
But, in my case, this game is not so bad. Actually good. I like the stylish targeting & shooting. I like the bosses that have each
other characters. I like the story - some people think it is poor, as there are just dialogues without any cut scene or ilust image,
but it remind me the old Metal Gear.
I'm playing the chapter 28. The half of the game was easy and predictable at first, But now there are more puzzles and it is
getting more challenging. I expect this game is getting more interesting.
So, that's all. Choice is yours.. Horrororiented puzzle/adventure game. I found the game rather challenging, especially since it
was quite often hard to figure out what was next (alot of it just seemed illogical to me - and too many times the objective was
hidden in the graphical representation of the game).
If you like very hard adventure games with a horror-theme, this could be for you.. otherwise there are, in my opinion, many
other games out there I would recommend over this one.. The only one worth getting. Not worth $15 tho, wait for a sale.. speed
ran this game in under 10 minutes, and 4 of those minutes i was nutting to one scene. Blender is an incredibly powerful graphics
tool. The video collection is an incredible help for such a powerful tool. The learning curve for blender can be a bit steep but the
videos are clear and extremely informative in scaling that learning curve with ease.. This game I have rather mixed feelings
about primarily due to the fact that the balancing in this game feels off a considerable amount. What I mean by this is that the
early game is exceedingly brutal and the further you get the easier things become. This is very strange when at the start of the
game everything kills you in one hit (no joke) and at the end due to the fact everything is vulnerable to status effects the final
boss literally CANNOT DAMAGE YOU, or can't damage you more than poison hurts him. I swear what is with developers
making poison like the deadliest status in the universe?
But besides that it is obvious the person who made this wanted to try and make something of his own. And he did a good job,
even if the writing is cringe worthy. That and the game ends on a cliffhanger that I kinda expected but not in the vein that the
game actually pulled off, so I was impressed to an extent. But the entire battle system feels like it needs an overhaul especially in
the early game. For example you get your first two party members at around the same time. However by the time I reached the
3rd they were both lv 6, and she was only lv 3. Sure it took a bit of grinding but she did catch up.
That and personally my biggest complaint is that at the start of the game you are dirt broke in every sense of the word, and by
end game you will inevitably have so much money that you don't know what to do with it! I had over 5k ducars at the end of the
game and there's virtually no shops to spend it on!!!!
That and there's very little equipment in the game. What put a bad taste in my mouth there is that the armor of light (supposedly
the best heavy armor in the game) has WORSE STATS than the orc armor that you can buy in the 2nd equipment shop you
visit. THERE ARE ONLY 2 EQUIPMENT SHOPS WHAT THE BLECK????? Yeah that also feels like this game was majorly
shortened.. Alright, I just finished the game and it took me 18 hours to!
This game is 10000% WORTH THE MONEY AND THE HOURS YOU SPEND ON IT! It was done with a lot of love and a
lot of patience, and it took the dev 3 YEARS to make it! the game has an amazing intro you can only do by spending hours on
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rpg maker 2003! The graphics are all well done and very beautiful, the characters are really well written, and the story is original
and touching, i was brought to tears twice, no lie! haha, and my little 4 years old sis always asks me if she could fight the
monsters whenever she sees me playing it XD
This is one unique RPG maker 2003 game, so if you like this kind of games, get this one!
And the developer of this game is also a very nice, helpful and supportive person and is very fun to talk with, support them by
purchasing this amazing game, because like I said before it's worth the price!
The soundtrack is also very calming and quiet, I like that about it too, and omg Sakeh is bae <3
I am very happy with my purchase.
I hope red skald makes another game, I will definitely purchase again!. best little turn-based wargame on steam....
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